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A USER-FRIENDLY COMP UTER-AIDED CONSTRUCTION OF BOUNDARIES

Di pl.-Ing. K. Grundey and Dr. U. Schweitzer and Dr. R.Neuser

side of the line segment between each

Summary

(x(k(j».y(k(j») and (x(k(j+l».y(k(j+l»)
To calculate a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of
any set M of measuring points
M = {(x(i) . y(i),z(i»

I i=l ...• • n}

it is often neccessary to combine some subsets
of M. Such subsets may be special point sets
e . g. boundaries. slopes. break points. etc.
Such point sets are important for calculating
the altitudes of DTM grid points. because they
influence the selection of the correct
neighbourhood of the grid point in question.
We wish to present a fast and user-friendly
algorithm to calculate such point sets.

(j=l, •••• m(k). where k(m(k)+l) :=k(l» . then set
B(k+l) = B(k)
Otherwise it has to be determined by moving
counter-clockwise along the polygon B{k) if
(x(k+l).y(k+l» is on the left hand or right
hand side of the considered line segment.
Figure 1 shows how to deform the polygon by
inserting the new point (x{k+l) . y{k+l» .

B{k+l)
Calculation of Boundaries
There are several methods of computing
boundaries of a given terrain. but we wish to
calculate a polygon around a given set of
measuring points closer than the convex hull.
So the final boundary can be formed by
only a few interactive manipulations .

a':
(x{k+l) . v{k+l »

The first method uses a recursive algorithm
which creates the one to one convex polygon
around the terrain
M = {(x(i) . y(i»

I i=l ..... nJ .

where the edges of the polygon are measuring
points.
The first three points of M form a triangle
which is just the convex hull of these three
points . To deduce from k to k+l (3 S k < n)
let
B{k) = {{x(k ( j» . y {k(j»)

I j=l . .. .. m(k)J

Figure 1
By cont i nuing this algorithm to each measuring
point . a convex polygon around M is finally
obtained.
This method can be applied to construct a
boundary which fits the terrain best in some
way. To achieve this . the rectangle
R = [xmin.yminJ * [xmax . ymax]
is subdivided into

N*N rectangles of length

L = {xmax-xmin)/N
be the set of boundary po i nts of
M( k) = {( x{i) . y(i»

and width

I i =l . ... . k } .

W = (ymax-ymin)/N .
If the nex t point (x (k +l) . y ( k+l» i s inside t he
pol ygon. i.e. if (x{k+l) . y {k+l» is on the l eft

where the 's ubdivision numbe r'
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N is as s umed to

-

be fixed. Its value is calculated later.
For 1 ~ i,k ~ N let
R(i,k) = {(x,y)
and

xmin+(i-l)*L

~

x

~

xmin+i*L

ymin+(k-1)*W

~

y

~

ymin+k*W
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then one ' must cons idee the direction
mod (n+1 , 8) relative to the previous
rectangle, etc., until a rectangle R(i,k) with
D(i,k)=l is found. This process must be
continued until the first rectangle, i.e . the
starting point, is reached again , and thus the
polygon is closed.

and
D(i,k)=l, if R(i,k) contains a measuring point,
otherwise

7

D(i,k)=O.

A closed polygon, which is not yet the final
boundary, is constructed in the following
fashion ( see Figure 2 ). The points of the
polygon are not measuring points but are
centered on grid rectangles.
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Figure 3
It may happen that one or more rectangles R(i,k)
with O(i,k)=l are situated outside the closed
polygon. In that case the subdivision number N
was too large. To obtain a reasonable N, the
following postulates should be fulfilled:

0

- If a closed polygon is constructed by the
process described above, there must be no
rectangle R(i,k) with O(i,k)=l outside
of the polygon.

1

Figure 2
Starting in the first column (from bottom) and
moving from left to right there is a first
rectangle R(j,l) which contains at least one
measuring point, i.e.
j = min {i=l, ... , N
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D(i,l)=l } .

The polygon is constructed inductively moving
counter-clockwise as described in Figure 3.
There are eight possible directions of movement,
numbered from 0 to 7. The direction of the
first movement is 6. If the direction of the
last mo veme nt was m and if
n = mod (2*int(m/2)+7 , 8)
then one must consider the neighbouring
rectangle in the direction n. If this
rectangle does not contain a measurinq point

- The polygon must not contain two or more
identical points
see Figure 5 ).
Now the final boundary
is constructed:

B of the given terrain

Starting with a fixed number N (which depends
on the density of the measuring points , but
usually N=20 is acceptable) it must be
determined if the two postulates hold or not.
If at least one of the postulates is violated,
then one must start with a lower number N=N-1,
etc. until both postulates are valid or until
N=l. The case N=l is a special case , bec ause
then the final polygon is just the convex
boundary described above.
With the fixed number N the process can be
started by searching the first rectangle R(m,l)
with O(m ,l)=l and by constructing an open convex
polygon within this rectangle, such that all
measuring points belonging to that rectangle are
positioned on the left side of the polygon ( see
Figure 4 ). The initial point and the end point
of the polygon depend on the direction of the
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previous and the following movement respectively. These points can be maximum or minimum x- or
y-values or they can be the nearest to one edge
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it is neccessary to know the position of the
inner boundary approximately. The position must
be fixed by the user by the input of an open or
closed polygon which lies within the inner
boundary ( see Figure 6 ).
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Figure 4
Subsequently the next rectangle must be sought
by the process belonging to Figure 3, and within
this rectangle the next open convex polygon must
be constructed, etc. up to the first rectangle
R(m,l). By connecting all such obtained polygons, a closed polygon is finally obtained ,
which is the boundary of the terrain ( see
Figure 5 ).
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Figure 6
The problem can be reduced as follows :
First a closed polygon of measuring points must
be calculated around the open or closed polygon
previously fixed. This algorithm is like
inflating the original polygon. Without loss of
generality we assume the original polygon to be
closed. Otherwise we close it by moving along
from the starting point to the end point and
then back to the starting point again.
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Figure 5
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Calculation of Inner Boundaries
Many Terrain Models need an inner boundary ,
because they may contain regions where points
could not be measured, e.g. regions such as
lakes or buildings. To compute an inner boundary
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Let the polygon

P

{(x(i).y(i»
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each subsegment a convex polygon is now
constr-ucted as shown in Figur-e 9. By continuing
this algor-ithm for- each line segment of the
given polygon P we get a closed polygon ar-ound
W~thin

be given by the points
i=l ••••• n}.

P.

wher-e
x(n) = x(l)

and

It may happen that a few measur-ing points exist
within the calculated inner- boundar-y ( see
Figur-e 10 ). For- such a case these points must
be inser-ted into the polygon by sear-ching forthe near-est point and its associated
neighbour-ing point of the polygon and inser-ting
the point between the polygon points.

y(n) = y(l) •

The ter-r-ain outside the closed polygon is
divided into n r-egions which ar-e limited by
the line segments of the polygon and the bisector-s of the angles between two neighbour-ed
polygon segments ( see Figur-e 7 ).
The inner- boundar-y will now be constr-ucted subsequently by calculating an open polygon within
each segment. Let us pick out one segment forexample ( see figur-e 8 ). This segment can be
divided into N subsegments as follows:

p

Figur-e 8

Inser-ting inner- points
Figur-e 10

If any subsegment contains no measur-ing point.
the division of the segment was too fine and a
lower- dividing number- N=N-1 must be taken
until N=l or- until each subsegment contains
some measu:ing point .

It should be mentioned that this algor-ithm can
also be applied to calculate the boundar-y descr-ibed at the beginning. The convex boundar-y is
then to be consider-ed as the initial polygon P.
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